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PULL DOWN - SNAP OUT and the BROWNELL LATIGO SLING is ready for action.

Faster than you can say “pull down -snap out”!! Faster than it takes you to drop to the ground
into shooting position. So quick that it can be done while you’re throwing your gun to your
shoulder after sighting your game, and never miss a beat.
The Brownell LATIGO Sling is the first sling ever offered that does not require an assortment of
hooks, gimmicks or laces to give quick setting for any length sling support desired. The LATIGO
adjusts quickly and simply. Nothing to fumble with in cold weather, nothing to stop and figure
out before doing. Once the sling is set to the length you want, it will not change unless you
change it. The LATIGO Sling will not slip, yet it can be instantly changed to any useable length
by following the simple instructions shown below.
Begin by making absolutely sure the firearm is UNLOADED! With the barrel pointed in a
safe direction, cycle the action several times, without pulling the trigger, and visually inspect
both the chamber and the magazine to ensure that no ammunition is present.

HOW TO OPERATE BROWNELLS LATIGO SLING
1. Grasp the two outside straps of the LATIGO Sling immediately below keeper as shown in Fig. 		
1.
2. Pull downward as far as you can for full extension of Sling. If full extension is too far for hasty
sling position, pull downward only to the extended length which proves best for your shooting
requirements. A few experimental tries will indicate correct length.
3. Change position of hole on Sling as shown in Fig. 3 to include both main straps.
4. Snap outward as shown in Fig. 4.
TO RETURN SLING TO TIGHT, OR CARRY, POSITION:
1. Grasp inside strap of Sling at top swivel.
2. Pull down as far as you can.
3. If Sling was fully extended, pull second time on inside strap.
TO USE LATIGO SLING AS CARRYING STRAP:
1. Pull Sling approximately halfway down.
2. Snap out as shown.
3. If LATIGO is not comfortable for carrying, it may be extended or shortened to any comfortable length desired.
NOTE: Practice with your Brownell LATIGO after mounting. You will be amazed with its simplicity
and ease of action.
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HOW TO ATTACH BROWNELLS LATIGO SLING

1. Tip Swivels toward each other. Measure distance A-B as shown in No. 1. Use shortest whole
inch to within 3⁄4". For example, if swivel loops measure 273⁄4" apart when tipped toward each
other, then use 27" as your measurement.
On the tongue end of the strap (center strap of the assembled sling) you will find numbered
holes that are spaced 23⁄8" apart. Locate hole marked “27” of these widely spaced holes
(which corresponds with example measurement in paragraph 1). Measure 3⁄4" beyond this
hole (toward hole “28”), and carefully cut off excess strap. See detail No. 1. (Be sure your
“27” hole remains on the Sling, and is not cut off with the strap.)
2. Thread Sling through swivel on buttstock and Attached Keeper. See Detail No. 2. Slip Sliding
Keeper onto Sling. Stitching on Sliding Keeper should be toward Stock.
3. Thread Sling through forearm swivel and then back through Sliding Keeper. See Detail No. 3.
4. Thread Sling through loop of buckle and bend back toward outer strap of Sling and pull tight.
Free end of Sling now becomes the center strap of the Sling. See Detail No. 4.
5. Match the measurement number on the tongue end of the Sling with the same number on
the buckle end. Put female half of Stud through the holes and screw in other half with coin or
screwdriver to tighten. If you cannot match holes due to tightness of the Sling - attach end at
nearest convenient hole and pull Sling into shooting position. Refasten stud to proper hole.
Sling will automatically correct length when pulled to Tight, or Carry, position.
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